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A MESSAGE FROM JAIME ROGOZINSKI, OUR FOUNDER AND CHIEF VISIONARY
_________________________

When I started WallStreetBets, it was an idea and this sense that there was 
something kind of wrong with the financial system. It felt like the financial 
system was like a casino. That’s why its called WallStreetBets. 
As WallStreetBets continues to evolve I think about what it means and where 
it’s going. That’s why I am so excited to announce this NFT Collection. 
I’ve worked with an artist to create this series of NFTs that combine the 
ethos and creativity the community has shown over the last year. So no 
matter wherever you are in the world - you know that you are part of 
something.

“
➔ Jaime founded WallStreetBets in 2012--a large online community that 

yields a commanding presence in the world of finance. WallStreetBets 
has been featured in Wall Street Journal's MarketWatch as well as 
Bloomberg, CNBC, Money Magazine, Forbes, Vice, Business Insider and 
Fortune.

➔ Over the past 16 years, Jaime has started multiple successful 
companies, mainly in tech and finance fields, that he has helped build 
from the ground up. Jaime has a cutting-edge blend of technology and 
business with a passion for entrepreneurship. His experience ranges 
from bootstrapped startups to multilateral banking.

➔ He holds a degree in Economics from the University of Illinois 
Urbana-Champaign. He is actively involved with tech and startup 
communities, having been a judge for various awards, including the 
Entrepreneurs Organization Student Award and Angel Hack, both 
focused on fostering entrepreneurship.
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A personal message Jaime:



VISION
_________________________

A global team of artists, builders, DeFi pioneers 
and blockchain romantics have joined forces to 
develop an NFT experience that pushes the 
boundaries of blockchain possibilities.
The result? 

WallStreetBets Diamond Hands Pass.

Utility

DeFi

Exclusivity
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💎
🙌

Multidisciplinary 
Blockchain Studio 

DeFi visionaries Blockchain 
Builders

Smart Contract 
Engineers

Metaverse Experience 
Designers

A collaboration by: 



INTRODUCING THE WALLSTREETBETS DIAMOND HANDS PASS 
_________________________
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EVOLUTION
In the spirit and letter of community, we strive to 
continually design and launch DeFi offerings for the 
betterment of participants in financial systems, improving 
access and fairness.  

The next chapter of WallStreetBets is upon us. 

RAFFLE SYSTEM
We’re introducing a raffle system to allocate 
Diamond Hands Passes. This is the fairest means of 
obtaining the Diamond Hands Pass whilst optimising 
gas. Further, randomised mint numbers are assigned 
to each ticket, i.e.  first mint, doesn’t = #1, which is 
the fairest method of distribution.

GENERATIVE ART
Each Diamond Hands Pass 
is a piece of handcrafted 
generative art, with traits 
of varying rarity and 
uniqueness.

GENESIS
The Diamond Hands Pass is a genesis 
NFT that unlocks a suite of benefits and 
utility into  the future. And as the name 
suggests, the longer you hold, the greater 
you benefit. 

CROSS-CHAIN
A cross-chain contract gives you two blockchain options, each 
with a set of benefits. Mint with ETH, and have to option to 
redeem as a BSC. Not sure which is better? Mint two Diamond 
Hands, keep one in each chain and get the best of both worlds.

COMMUNITY
Members-only Discord, 
voting privileges, 
exclusive events and 
opportunities to connect 
with like-minded 
individuals.

ICON

MASTER CHALLENGE
Benefits may include WSB merchandise, exclusive 
access to upcoming launches, rare metaverse 
wearables, enhanced yield farming rewards on BSC and 
premium access to WSBDapp events 

SALE PARTICULARS
On September 20th there will be 30,000 raffle tickets 
available for purchase at 0.1 ETH each. There will be a 
limit of 5 raffle tickets per wallet and available via 
www.wsbcollectibles.io

15,000 Diamond Hands Passes will be made
 available via raffle.

http://www.wsbcollectibles.io


DIAMOND HANDS PASS KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
________________________

Cross-chain
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WSB DApp 

Free Claims on upcoming collections

Blockchain Domain + Identity

Participation in the Master Challenge

The Diamond Hands Pass gives you two blockchain options, each with unique benefits. Mint with ETH, and have the 
option to redeem on BSC.

Enhanced yield farming rewards on BSC, premium access to WSB DApp events and 
exclusive access to upcoming product launches.

Free claims on upcoming collections of generative art avatars, as well as airdrop metaverse wearables, community 
events and exclusive access to private Discord and Decentraland virtual spaces.

 Diamond Hands Pass holders can claim a free blockchain domain which operates like your identity online that also 
works as a payment address.

Benefits may include WSB merchandise, exclusive access to upcoming launches, 
rare metaverse wearables, and access to WSBDapp events.

FEATURE BENEFIT
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THE JOURNEY TOWARD DIAMOND HANDS
_________________________

2. PURCHASE 
RAFFLE  TICKET

3. BURN RAFFLE
TICKET

3a. NON-WINNING 
RAFFLE TICKET
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1. CONNECT 
WALLET

1. Connect Ethereum digital wallet to enable ticket purchasing, e.g. Metamask 

2. Purchase up to 5 of the 30,000 available raffle tickets to confirm your entry into the raffle. Entry into the raffle does 

not entitle raffle ticket holders to the Diamond Hands Pass, but to a place in the raffle draw. The draw is chosen 

randomly by a computerised selection process once the 30,000 raffle tickets have sold or when the minting window 

has closed.

3. Through a systemised raffle process, 15,000 Diamond Hands Passes will be randomly allocated to ticket holders. If 

less than 15,000 raffle tickets are sold then all raffle tickets will be guaranteed a Diamond Hands Pass. Furthermore, 

the first 3,000 raffle ticket holders will receive OG POWER, see page 10 for more details.

3a and 3b. Full refunds will be issued to ticket holders who have been unsuccessful in the raffle.

4. Raffle ticket holders who have been allocated a Diamond Hands Pass will be able to claim.

5. Mint Diamond Hands Pass and start receiving benefits, utility and your journey towards the Master Challenge.

THE 
STEPS

THE DETAILS

3b. ETH REFUNDED IN FULL

4. WINNING 
RAFFLE TICKET 5. CLAIM DIAMOND HANDS 

PASS  
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BINANCE AND ETHEREUM NFT UTILITY
_________________________
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NFT Utility Binance Ethereum
Free blockchain domain with identity and payment functionality 💎 💎
Higher Yields on WSBDApp 💎
Exclusive Metaverse wearable airdrop for existing WSB token holders 💎
Access to Metaverse VIP events (Panel discussions/Meet & greets etc.) 💎
Access to Discord Private Groups & Roles [Diamond Hands Holder etc] 💎 💎
Future Metaverse wearable airdrops 💎

Claim future NFTs (Bull, Bear, Ape) 💎

Master Challenge - Collect and hold a Bull, Bear and Ape NFT to access exclusive rewards. 💎



CROSS-CHAIN UTILITY CONCEPT
_________________________
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1. DIAMOND HANDS 
PASS MINTED ON ETH 

BSC

THE DETAILS

ETH

3. SWAP FROM
 ETH TO BSC

4. DIAMOND HANDS 
PASS ON BSC 

6. SWAP FROM 
BSC TO ETH 

7. DIAMOND HANDS
 PASS ON ETH

➔ The Diamond Hands Pass NFT can exist on one of either 
Ethereum or Binance at any one time. It cannot exist on 
both at the same time. 

➔ The Diamond Hands Pass can only be swapped, and 
thereby exist, in whole on one of either Ethereum or 
Binance at any one time.

2. ON ETH 

5. ON BSC

3A. NOT ON ETH

No. Event
1 Token first minted on Ethereum.

2 Ethereum utility earnt and benefits accrued.

3 Swap from Ethereum to Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is initiated. Gas fees apply. 
Token exists on BSC, and no longer exists on Ethereum.

3a Benefits that have already been claimed are still accessible. For new claims, 
swapping back to ETH is required.

4 Token exists on BSC. BSC utility and benefits commence.

6 Swap from BSC to Ethereum is initiated. BSC benefits are suspended.

7 Token swapped from BSC to ETH. ETH benefits and utility continue to accrue. 
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GENERATIVE ART
_________________________
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OG POWER
_________________________

OG POWER benefits include:

➔ Enhanced artwork that increases rarity
➔ OG POWER for generative avatars
➔ Private Discord channel

Introducing OG POWER. The first 3,000 raffle ticket holders can claim an exclusive supercharged Diamond 
Hands Pass that will also apply to ALL THREE following generative avatar projects (bulls, bears and apes).

Example OG POWER 
Diamond Hands Pass

Example standard 
Diamond Hands Pass
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BUDGET ALLOCATION FOR DIAMOND HANDS PASS REVENUE
_________________________
 WallStreetBets stands for fairness and transparency. With funds generated from 
the Diamond Hands Pass, we have carefully considered allocation across 4 key 
areas that will in parallel add value to the token holders, and contribute the 
betterment of participants in financial systems.

WSB DApp Development (50%)
➔ Platform feature development and optimisation 
➔ New product development

Marketing (20%)
➔ Digital marketing
➔ Traditional marketing
➔ Above/below the line marketing

Merchandise & NFT holders (20%)
➔ Master Challenge rewards
➔ WSB merchandise for Diamond Pass Holders
➔ Events and giveaways

Vote (10%)
➔ In the spirit of community we will seek input from Diamond 

Hands Pass holders to  determine how we put this portion 
of funding to work



THE FUTURE OF DIAMOND HANDS 
_________________________
                                               

WHERE WE ARE TODAY
Dream to reality
Sep 2021

WHAT’S NEXT
Diversification and enrichment
Oct to Dec 2021

WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS
Expansion
2022 and beyond

➔ Raffle tickets from 20th September
to the 20th October

➔ Virtual space in Decentraland
➔ Hosted parties, events and 

roundtable discussions
➔ Macro Hedge ETP launch 28th September

➔ Enhanced WSBDApp farming 
benefits

➔ Enhanced WSBDApp yielding 
benefits

➔ Additional DeFi offerings 
➔ Expand with AR/VR experiences
➔ WallStreetBets Documentary 
➔ WSB merchandise

➔ DIamond Hands NFT claim from 21st October 
➔ Partner with virtual worlds, brands and 

blockchain games to enrich the Diamond 
Hands Pass experience, e.g. The SandBox

➔ Enhanced WSBDApp yielding benefits
➔ Exclusive access to product launches
➔ Airdrops: avatar wearables
➔ Access to WSBDapp events
➔ Mobile app experience
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History is being written, and the future of DeFi is unfolding in front of us. 
Hold a Diamond Hands Pass. Join us at the forefront. 
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https://discord.gg/VkfxsEmw
https://twitter.com/WSBDapp
https://t.me/wallstreetbets
https://blog.wsbdapp.com


KEY DEFINITIONS
_________________________

BEP721 - A Binance Smart Chain (BSC) token standard that allows for the creation of non-fungible tokens (NFTs).

Blockchain - a data structure that holds transactional records and while ensuring security, transparency, and decentralization. You can also think of it as a chain or records
stored in the forms of blocks which are controlled by no single authority.

Binance Smart Chain (BSC)  - An Ethereum-compatible blockchain offering the same smart contract capabilities at much cheaper transaction fees. Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a newer 
blockchain protocol that is enticing users because of its low gas fees and lightning-fast transaction times.

Cross-chain - A cross-chain is the interoperability between two relatively independent blockchains. In other words, it allows blockchains to speak to one another because they're built in 
standardised way.

Decentraland - An Ethereum-based blockchain platform where users can purchase, build and monetize virtual reality applications.

Diamond hands - Diamond hands refers to someone who has high risk tolerance to stomach through the high volatility of the stock/ asset that they own; they don't cave under pressure.

Ethereum - Ethereum is open access to digital money and data-friendly services for everyone – no matter your background or location. It's a community-built technology behind the cryptocurrency ether 
(ETH) and thousands of applications you can use today.

ERC721 Smart Contract - A standard for representing ownership of non-fungible tokens, that is, where each token is unique. ERC721 is a more complex standard than ERC20, with multiple optional 
extensions, and is split across a number of contracts.

GWEI Fees - Ethereum transaction fees, known as Gas Fees. When you mint your token you will incur a gas fee. When you swap from Binance to Ethereum, you will incur a gas fee. When you sell your token on 
OpenSea market place, you will incur a gas fee. These are payments made by users to compensate for the computing energy required to process and valid, ranging from a few dollars [$US] to ten’s of dollars 
pending the demand on the blockchain at the moment in time.

NFT - A non-fungible token is a unit of data stored on a digital ledger, called a blockchain, that certifies a digital asset to be unique and therefore not interchangeable. NFTs can be used to represent items 
such as photos, videos, audio, and other types of digital files.
 
Metamask - A cryptocurrency wallet used to interact with the Ethereum blockchain. It allows users to access their Ethereum wallet through a browser extension or mobile app, which can then be used to 
interact with decentralized applications. This is where your NFTs and Ethereum can be stored.

Unstoppable Domains -  A blockchain domain name provider and gateway to the decentralized web. Unstoppable Domains allows anyone to purchase a decentralized domain name that is minted as an NFT 
on the Ethereum blockchain, giving the owner full ownership and control.

Minting -  is the process of creating tokens on the Ethereum blockchain. 14

https://www.coindesk.com/information/what-is-ethereum

